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Abstract
Coordination languages have been introduced since the early 80s as programming notations to manage
the interaction among concurrent collaborating software entities. Process algebras have been successfully
exploited for the formal deﬁnition of the semantics of these languages and as a framework for the comparison
of diﬀerent coordination models.
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1 Coordination Languages: an Overview
Coordination languages are a class of programming notations which oﬀer a solu-
tion to the problem of specifying and managing the interactions among computing
agents. In fact, they generally oﬀer language mechanisms for composing, conﬁgur-
ing, and controlling software systems made of independent, even distributed, active
components.
Gelernter and Carriero introduced a programming-speciﬁc meaning of the term
Coordination presenting the following equation [7]:
Programming = Computation + Coordination
They formulated this equation arguing that there should be a clear separation
between the speciﬁcation of the components of the computation and the speciﬁcation
of their interactions or dependencies. On the one hand, this separation facilitates
the reuse of components; on the other hand, the same patterns of interaction usually
occur in many diﬀerent problems – so it might be possible to reuse the coordination
speciﬁcation as well.
A number of interesting models have been proposed and used to design, study,
and compare coordination languages. Examples include tuple spaces as in Linda
[11], various forms of multiset rewriting or chemical reactions as in Gamma [2],
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models based on the raising and catching of events as in SIENA [14] or JEDI [9],
and models with explicit support for coordinators as in Manifold [1].
Coordination models have been classiﬁed in two main classes [12]:
(i) Shared dataspace: components communicate by producing, consuming, and
testing for the presence of data in a shared, common repository.
(ii) Publish/Subscribe: communication takes place through the raising of events
performed via a publish operation. Events are multicast to those components
which have previously registered their interest via a subscribe operation.
Linda [11] is the most prominent representative of the family of coordination
languages based on the shared dataspace model: a sender communicates with a
receiver through a shared data space (called tuple space), where emitted messages
are collected; the receiver can read the message or even remove it from the TS; a
message generated by a process has an independent existence in the tuple space
until it is explicitly withdrawn by a receiver; in fact, after its insertion in the tuple
space, a message becomes equally accessible to all processes, but it is bound to
none.
Besides the non-blocking output operation out(a) (that sends the message a to
the tuple space), the blocking read operation rd(a) (that succeeds only if a is in
the tuple space) and the blocking input operation in(a) (that removes message a
from the TS), Linda oﬀers two further conditional input and read predicates, called
inp(a) and rdp(a) [15]. These predicates check the current status of the tuple space;
if the required message a is absent, the value false is returned; on the contrary,
if the message is found, their behavior is the same as the in/rd operation and the
value true is returned.
SIENA [14] and JEDI [9] are two of the most known publish/subscribe coordina-
tion languages. Conceptually, they provide a coordination service to clients. Clients
use the service to advertise the information about events that they generate and
to publish notiﬁcations containing that information. They also use the service to
subscribe for notiﬁcations of interest. The service then notiﬁes clients by delivering
any notiﬁcation of interest.
The two models provide coordination facilities by exploiting data and events,
respectively. These two abstractions can be compared with respect to the following
aspects: creation, life-time, and visibility.
The creation is non-blocking both for events and data: an agent can raise an
event in each possible context and an agent can introduce a new datum in a shared
repository whatever is its actual state.
A ﬁrst basic diﬀerence can be observed on the lifetime: after its raising, an event
plays a role in the overall system only during the multicast protocol; on the other
hand, a datum remains available in the dataspace until it is explicitly withdrawn.
This property is usually referred to as generative communication [11]: a datum,
after its production, has an independent life inside the dataspace.
Concerning the visibility, it is worth to point out at least two diﬀerences between
events and data. A datum can be read from any agent, even from agents not
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present in the system at the time the datum was produced; this property is usually
referred to as time-uncoupling. On the other hand, an event can be observed only
by those agents which registered their interest before the raising of the event. A
second observation concerns the ability to perform a destructive consumption of
information: data can be removed from the dataspace, thus disallowing other agents
to read it; on the other hand, an agent cannot hide an event to the other agents in
the system.
The coordination language Linda was originally conceived in the 80’s to program
parallel computers or local area network distributed applications. In the late 90’s,
with the advent of wide area network distributed applications, we have assisted
to a renewed interest in such a coordination language. For example, JavaSpaces
[16] and TSpaces [18] are two recent coordination middlewares for distributed Java
programming proposed by Sun and IBM, respectively. These proposals incorporate
the main features of both the two historical groups of coordination models. Be-
sides the typical Linda-like coordination primitives, both JavaSpaces and TSpaces
provide event registration and notiﬁcation. This mechanism allows a process to
register interest in the future arrivals of a particular kind of data, and then receive
communication of the occurrence of these events.
2 Process Algebras for Coordination
Coordination languages are usually informally deﬁned in reference manuals or user’s
documentations: see e.g. Linda [15] and JavaSpaces [16]. Process Algebras have
been successfully exploited as a formal basis to provide these languages with a se-
mantics. These formalizations provided also a framework for a comparative analysis
of the coordination primitives: the main outcomes are, on the one hand, the charac-
terization of expressiveness gaps among diﬀerent interpretations/implementations of
the same coordination primitive and, on the other hand, the proof of (im)possibility
to reduce one coordination model into another one.
As far as Linda is concerned, the ﬁrst examples of process algebraic semantics
are [8] and [10]. Both these proposals deﬁne a CCS-like language whose basic
atomic actions are inspired by the in, rd and out Linda coordination primitives.
The non-blocking predicates inp and rdp have been dealt with in [3].
In [4], an interesting expressiveness gap between two semantics for the process
algebra introduced in [3] has been pointed out. These two semantics follow two
diﬀerent intuitions expressed in the Linda reference manual [15]. The former, called
ordered, deﬁnes the output as an operation that returns when the message has
reached the shared data space; the latter, called unordered, returns just after sending
the message to the tuple space. The process algebra under the ordered semantics
is Turing powerful as it permits to program any Random Access Machine. On the
contrary, the process algebra under the unordered semantics is not Turing powerful.
This result is achieved by resorting to a net semantics in terms of contextual nets
(P/T nets with inhibitor and read arcs), and showing that there exists a deadlock-
preserving simulation of such nets by ﬁnite P/T nets, a formalism where termination
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is decidable.
The analysis of the expressiveness of coordination primitives started in [4] has
been extended in [5] to investigate the interplay of the event notiﬁcation mechanism
with the classical Linda-like coordination paradigm. In particular, we focussed on
the notify primitive of JavaSpaces, used by a process to register interest in the
incoming arrivals of a particular kind of data, and then receive communication of the
occurrence of these events. We prove the existence of a hierarchy of expressiveness
among the possible combinations of coordination primitives: (i) event notiﬁcation
cannot be encoded with only input and output operations, but (ii) it becomes
encodable if also test for absence is considered; moreover, (iii) test for absence is
strictly more expressive than event notiﬁcation as it cannot be encoded with only
input, output and event notiﬁcation.
Another interesting novelty of JavaSpaces is the notion of temporary data, that
is data with an associated expiration time. This notion permits to address the
problem of the accumulation of outdated and unwanted information in the shared
repository. Typical garbage collection algorithms, indeed, cannot be adopted in this
context because there is no notion of unaccessible data. In [6], we have investigated
the impact of diﬀerent mechanisms for expired data collection on the expressiveness
of dataspace coordination systems with temporary data.
3 Conclusion
The novel networking technologies, such as peer-to-peer overlay networks and mobile
ad hoc networks, call for the deﬁnition of new coordination languages based on new
interaction metaphors. For instance, peer-to-peer networks introduced the concept
of ﬂooding, i.e. the multi-hop propagation of information among neighbours, while
the native interaction mechanism in mobile ad hoc networks is wireless broadcast.
Regarding mobile networks, an interesting proposal is represented by the Lime
[13] shared dataspace coordination model, improved and formalized in a process
algebraic style in [17]. The main idea underlying Lime is that each agent has its own
dataspace. A group of physically connected agents is called a confederation. The
agents in a confederation share the same logical dataspace, which is transparently
constructed by merging the local dataspaces of the agents themselves.
Lime can be considered as a starting point towards the deﬁnition of a new
generation of coordination languages. We believe that the experience achieved in
the formalization and comparison of the traditional coordination primitives can be
exploited to drive the development of new reference models for such languages.
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